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 3S Crank Up Tower : Solid, Safe, Smooth   

WorldWind 



 WorldWind   Smooth, Solid, Safe! 
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WorldWind is a new brand of crank up tower that was born in 1998 to help the HAM’s voice 
reach to any place in the world. In 2007 we recreated towers as a new brand ‘WorldWind’ 
that has various model according to its height, 16 ⋅21⋅ 26⋅ 32 ⋅ 42 m. (Special Ordered 42m 
and above)   

As you know Japanese has a fastidious taste in quality and function, but WorldWind has 
already authorized by Japanese. This below shows  popularity of WorldWind in Japan.  
:: Features and Basic Options :: 

● Thick Wires  WorldWind16-6mm and WorldWind21-8mm ( Option-Stainless Wires and Rollers ) 
● Zn Coating of the Galvanized Structure 
● Winch and Motor in Steel Case to preventing rusting out, being heated, being exposed to rain and etc. 
● Overlapped part  Minimum 1.6 - 2m 

● Wires lift up the whole body from bottom to top to prevent leaning.  

● Adding 2m separated rotator part   WorldWind16, 21 is basic spec・Option for other models 
● Cable Guide Arm is standard spec. 
● Raising Speed 2~5minutes  



::WorldWind16/21/26:: 
 

The WorldWind16, 21, 26 are a crank up style and has a maximum height of 16m, 21m, 26m(53ft , 69ft, 
85ft)  each. They comes standard with an winch, guide arm, wire, roller, outdoor remote controller, 
underground base, and a rotor plate. 
 
View Point! 
● Safe and Solid Tower : The steel round bar supporting triangular truss is shaped like an arrow, 

not a normal zigzag shape. See the Pic1 and Pic2. This shape will make the tower safe and solid.  
● Separated Rotator Part (Pic 2) :  If the rotator is broken or needed to take a maintenance, you 

could fix it easily with just pulling out a bar in rotator part. It is the best point of only WorldWind’s 
features.    

*WorldWind16 Retails for USD 4,500(Handle) USD 7,350(Auto) 
*WorldWind21 retails for  USD 9,880 
*WorldWind26 retails for  USD 18,030 

WorldWind16 / 21/26 
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WorldWind16HAN 

::WorldWind16HAN:: 
 

WorldWind16HAN is a Tilt Over Type that you can lay the tower on the side when the weather is 
not good or it needed to be fixed. 
 
The tower supporter is the height of 1.8m.  Two winch will be needed for WorldWind16HAN and is 
a standard specification.   
 
* WorldWind16HAN Retails for USD 6,000(Handle) USD 10,000(Auto) 
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WorldWind32NS 
::WorldWind32NS:: 
● To use chain instead of wire for crank up tower is a rare style. 

We tried to apply chain style of lift parking system to towers 
for a safety. WorldWind32 has been reborn with chain 
system which operates to pull down the tower only if there is 
problem. Of course we also replaced the wires pulling up the 
tower to chain. You don’t need to worry about wires being 
loosened.   

 
● There two bobweights to control the balance of tower and 

antenna on two sides of it. If you need more weights for 
heavy antenna, you could add the weight for yourself. 
Thanks to it, raising speed can be controlled by user. 
(Standard Raising Speed is 2 minutes.)  

 
● There just 2~3mm space between each section. It makes it 

rare to face the leaning problem on this model. To be nice, 
we add the roller to each bottom section for smooth 
movement and  safety. 

 
● They comes standard with an winch, guide arm, wire, roller, 

outdoor controller, underground base, stage, ladder,  and a 
rotor plate. 

 
* WorldWind32NS Retails for USD 24,890 
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::WorldWind42:: 
 

● Basic structure of 42m tower is the same with WorldWind32NS.   They comes standard with an 
winch, guide arm, wire, roller, outdoor controller, underground base, stage, ladder,  and a rotor 
plate. 

 
       * WorldWind32NS Retails for USD 35,630  
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WorldWind42 
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SPECIFICATION 

 
WorldWind     

16 HAN 
WorldWind16 WorldWind21 WorldWind26 WorldWind32 WorldWind42 

Source of 
Material 6m pipe 6m pipe 6m pipe 8m pipe 8m pipe 10m pipe 

Num. of Stairs 3 section 3 section 4 section 4 section 5 section 5 section 

Maximum 
Height 16m 16m 20.5m 26m 32m 42m 

Minimum 
Height 8.5m 8.5m 8.5m 9m 9m 11m 

Structure Triangular Truss  

Width of Top 
Section 200mm 200mm 300mm 500mm 500mm 500mm 

Width of 
Bottom 
Section 

400mm 400mm 600mm 750mm 850mm 850mm 

Winch -Two Handle 
-Auto  

-Handle 
-Auto 

 Raising 
Speed

(proximately)  
-   4 min.  4 min.  

1min 40sec 

Controllable with Wind & Height Controller 

Total Weight 
with balance 

weight 
(proximately) 

1000kg 700kg 1000kg 1800kg 3500kg 5500kg 

 Coating Zn  Galvanized 

Control 
Method 

    -Indoor Remote Controller           -Outdoor  Controller         -Wind & Height 
Controller 

Width of Base 
Construction 1㎡ 1㎡ 1.2㎡ 1.5㎡ 2㎡ 2㎡ 

Depth of Base 
Construction 1.6m 1.6m 1.8m 2m 2m 2.2m 

1min 40sec 2min 20sec 

* This specifications are subject to change without any notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer. 

* Welcome your request for  special tower, over 42m height.  



Gallery 
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OPTIONS & BASIC SPEC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       *Retails for US $2,150 
 

*Height Setting : 10mm unit      
*Wind speed, height can be set by user.  
*Terminal for heater or cooler. User can install the heater or cooler by himself, just for connecting.  
 
You can Using a height & wind controller, you can stop the tower at the height point which you wish. 
e.g.         *Tower you have : 32m     
                * Tree's height in your garden : 6m     
                * Wind Speed : 20m/s 
If you want to pull down the tower to 6m point when the wind speed is 20m/s, just memorized your 
wishing tips into the height & wind controller. 

::Wind & Height Controller for Worldwind26, 32NS 

 We tried to manufacture the solid and safe towers with safety. Equipping rollers to each section with 
guide, limit switch for basic spec, and wind & height operator are all for the safety of users. Of course 
you purpose the smooth of movement, we could supply the products that you wish. Rollers 
supporting guides, triangular trust are all for the smooth movement.    
Please contact us for more specific estimate.  
SKYPE ID : meccaind 
E-mail         : potbellyhan@hotmail.com  
Person in Charge : AMY HAN      Tel. +82-10-2733-6608       Fax. +82-31-497-4077 

  ::Steel Mast Bearing:: 
 
 
 
Steel Bearing is more solid than 
existing aluminum one. 
 
 

Diameter : 60~115∮ 
Girth : 200mm  
Weight : 10kg   
Height : 60mm 
Fit for WorldWind series and other brands.                                                  *Retails for USD 498                    
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SKYPE ID : meccaind 
MSN : potbellyhan@hotmail.com 

Crank Up Tower、Tool Box、Metal Fabricated Cases Etc. 
２Ba-708 Sihwa Industrial Complex Jungwang-dong 
Siheung-si Keyngki-do 429-926 Korea 
Tel.+82-10-2733-6608 
Fax.+82-31-497-4077 
E-mail. potbellyhan@hotmail.com <AMY HAN> 
 

WorldWind 

Made In MECCA INDUSTRY CO., 




